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Gonfldential

• PRE-POLLING DAY REPORT ON GLASGOW CENTRAL BY-ELECTION

(based on a number of personal visits and assessments)

oe.4.4.1

This constituency, as we suspected, has proved a difficult one
in which to fight a by-election campaign. It is a city-centre
constituency and it has proved difficult to get a public feeling
of campaign off the ground in an area where so much else has been
taking place. The main contender other than ourselves, the Labour
Party, have played a very low key campaign, and it has been difficult
to generate a great deal of press interest.

Our Candidate, Anna McCurley, has fought a very good campaign in
these difficult circumstances, circulating a number of hard-hitting
leaflets dealing with the run-down of the constituency during 40 years
of almost uninterrupted Labour rule. She has campaigned hard
personally and has made something of a personal impact. IlLt Prt-44
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The Hampden decision does not seem to have had a great deal of
adverse effect, although it obviously cannot have helped. The main
issues on the street have, not surprisingly, been prices and
unemployment.

Rightly, Anna McCurley has seen the campaign as the start of an
effort by Conservatives to identify locally with local problems, and
in particular, to start the theme that Glasgow has been blighted by
Socialism and that Tories have relevant answers for big city problems.
It is a theme which takes longer to put across than the three weeks
available. In many ways she is laying the groundwork for the future,
when parliamentary boundary redistribution will pose a new set of
challenges in the city.

It would be unwise to predict the result, particularly because
of the general lack of public interest and the number (seven) of
Candidates. While there has been markedly little enthusiasm for
Labour on the doorsteps, and little open aggression about Conservative
policiest(both of which attitudes are significant in the long-term)
nevertheless the traditional Labour support cannot be underestimated.

I do not believe that the result will have much practical
national significance,esucially after such a short campaign. I am
disappointed with locaiVielp but have found it is not an easy area to
persuade locals to go into. The whole Scottish Ministerial team and
most M.P.s have helped and this has been well received.
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